Established in 2008, community-minded financial institution Third Coast Bank (TCB) carved out a niche with its commercial banking capabilities and quickly grew to seven branches across southeast Texas. To maintain this impressive growth rate, TCB developed a marketing strategy to raise deposits. TCB kicked off this initiative by setting an aggressive growth target to pilot its new high yield CDs in Beaumont, TX. In order to ensure its ambitious CD campaign was a success, TCB needed a partner that could build consumer awareness for its brand and drive measurable results to achieve its ambitious goal.

**Campaign Strategy**
Utilizing its extensive local knowledge and suite of marketing services, HMSSETX built a strategically sequenced campaign for TCB to launch its CD pilot. The campaign started with several bold print ads running each week in Beaumont Enterprise, which built awareness with 30k+ weekly readers. HMSSETX then rolled out targeted display ads on local sites including BeaumontEnterprise.com and delivered a series of timely emails to an audience with a demonstrated interest in financial services. The campaign, along with real-time performance reporting and analysis, helped TCB achieve its growth goal within just three months of the pilot launch.

**OVERVIEW**

**Business Challenge**
Third Coast Bank (TCB) generated millions of dollars in new CD investments during its campaign with Hearst Media Services Southeast Texas (HMSSETX).

**Campaign Strategy**
TCB experienced an influx of new consumer business in the first 90 days of its campaign by promoting its area-leading CD rates through HMSSETX.

**PRODUCTS**

- **Print Advertising**
- **News Site Display**
- **Audience Ext. Display**
- **Email Marketing**

**CUSTOMER SUCCESS OVERVIEW**
CAMPAIGN ELEMENTS

Print Advertising

As the #1 print media in SE Texas, HMSSETX’s newspaper portfolio was the ideal channel to lead TCB’s ambitious CD promotion. Flagship newspaper Beaumont Enterprise provided TCB with a platform to reach over 30k readers across its Main News and Sunday Business sections. Ads ranging from quarter to full-page sizes ran multiple times each week and featured powerful offer-driven messaging to promote TCB’s high yield CDs. TCB also extended its audience with the Main News section of HMSSETX’s Hardin County News publication. This weekly paper reaches young families with steady incomes in Lumberton, a fast-growing and highly-desirable area of SE Texas.

Display Advertising

HMSSETX reinforced TCB’s powerful print messaging with sleek display ads on BeaumontEnterprise.com, which reaches a highly educated audience with above-average incomes. Additionally, HMSSETX distributed TCB’s ads across a premium network of partner websites targeting consumers that fit TCB’s ideal demographic profile. This approach pinpointed neighborhoods surrounding each TCB branch and select SE Texas zip codes. HMSSETX also targeted consumers using online browsing habits, including searches for CD rates, investments, and other financial service related websites.

Email Marketing

HMSSETX’s email strategy employed proactive and continued messaging to deliver TCB’s CD rate promotion to two distinct groups. The offer was first emailed to a target audience within select SE Texas counties using criteria such as high income levels and a demonstrated interest in finance and investment opportunities. The second audience consisted of consumers with the same income and interests as the first, but who lived in a tight radius surrounding two key SE Texas zip codes. Recipients from both audience groups opening the initial email triggered a second follow-up email to increase engagement and response.

“The Hearst team made all the difference in us hitting our CD promotion goal in Beaumont. We couldn’t have been more impressed with the level of service and results!”

GINGER KIMBRELL  |  VP of Marketing & Business Development